
____A/____G/____O/____+_M[ 

BONUS SITUATION DIE STEPS SCALE PENALTY 

-2d20 -d20 - d12 - d8 - d6 - d4 d0 +d4 +d6 +d8 +d12 +d20 +2d20 +3d20 

Date:___________________ 

Name    Campaign:   

Species:    Profession:   Career:   

Level:    Total APs:   APs/NL:   Stored SPs:   

Max Last Resorts:    Current:    
 

Ability Score Untrain Res Mod  Action Check 

STR   ] Die:  

DEX    Actions per round:    

CON     

INT    Move 

WIL    Sprint   Run   Walk   

PER    E. Swim   Swim   Glide   Fly   
 

Durability Max Total penalties _______________ 

Stun  ½ Stun = +1 step penalty   All stun = unconscious   Extra point Stun = +1 Wound 

Wound  ½ Wound = +1 step penalty   All wound = unconscious   Extra point Wound = +1 Mortal 

Mortal  Each Mortal = +1 step penalty    

Fatigue  Each Fatigue = +1 step penalty 

 

Attack Forms Score Acc Mode Range Type Damage (O/G/A) Clip Hide 

 [____/____/____]        

 [____/____/____]        

 [____/____/____]        

 [____/____/____]        

 [____/____/____]        
 

Armor Skill AP Type Li Hi En Hide 

        

        

        
 

Skill Rank O     G    A  Skill Rank O     G    A 

  [____/____/____]   [____/____/____] 

  [____/____/____]   [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]   [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]   [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]   [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]   [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]   [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 
  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 

  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 

  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 

  [____/____/____]    [____/____/____] 

/

/

Alphonse "Reaper" Grimm StarCraft
Human Combat Spec Zerg Hunter

1 0 7
4 4

12 6 +1
13 6 +2
12 6 +1
8 4 --
10 5 --
8 4 --

14 13 6 3 +d0
2

14 14 6
3 6 -- --`

6 6
6 6

6

6

C-14 Gauss Rifle 15 7 3 -1 B/A 60/120/300 HI/O d4+1w/ d6+1w/ d4m 30 --

CMC – 300 powered  (S) -- G d6+1 d6+2 d6 --

(W) d6 d6+1 d6-1

(M) d6-1 d6 d6-2

Armor Ops 12 6 3

     - powered 2 14 7 3

Athletics 12 6 3

Ranged Weapons, Modern 13 6 3

     - rifle 2 15 7 3

Vehicle Operation 13 6 3

     - land 1 14 7 3

Stamina 12 6 3

     - resist pain 1 13 6 3

Survival 12 6 3

     - creep survival 1 13 6 3

Knowledge 8 4 2

     - language: Terran 3 11 5 2

     - location: Mar Sara 3 11 5 2

     - zerg 3 11 5 2

     - crystals 1 8 4 2

Physical Science 8 4 2

     - planetology 1 9 4 2

Awareness 10 5 2

Resolve 10 5 2

     - physical resolve 1 11 5 2

Interaction 8 4 2
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Achievement Track  

                        

Hero’s Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

 

Abilities 
Species _____________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

Profession __________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

Perks _______________________________________ 

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

 

Flaws

 

_______________________________________

 

______________________________________________

 

______________________________________________

 

Other

 

_______________________________________

 

 
 

 Personal Data 
Gender _____Ht._____ Wgt._____ Age _____  

Hair __________ Eyes _______ Skin ___________ 

Voice________________________________________ 

Description _________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

Homeworld _________________________________ 

Allegiance __________________________________ 

Social Status ___________ Auth _____________ 

Wealth _________________ Fame _____________ 

Motivation _________________________________ 

Moral Attitude _____________________________ 

Character Traits ____________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

Contacts ___________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 
 

 

 
 

                            

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 Cybernetics 
Cyber tolerance [____/____/____] Current____ 

Cykosis Max ________  Current ________ 

Cyber gear _________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

  
    

                           

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Mutations 
Origin ____________  Uniqueness _____________ 

Mutation Pnts ______  Drawback Pnts ______ 

Mutations                                          Type 

________________________________________  ____ 

________________________________________  ____ 

________________________________________  ____  

________________________________________  ____ 

________________________________________  ____ 

Drawbacks                                         Type 

________________________________________  ____ 

________________________________________  ____ 

________________________________________  ____ 

________________________________________  ___

________________________________________  ___
 

 

 Computers 
Model_______________________________________ 

Proc quality _________ Active mem _________ 

Programs               Slots Active Storage 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 

Equipment                          _____________________________    _______________________________ 
______________________________    _____________________________    _______________________________ 
______________________________    _____________________________     ______________________________ 

______________________________    _____________________________    Funds ________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Back Story Connections_______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Vehicle

__________
Acceleration ______

Cruise ________
Maximum__________

Type __________

__________

Durability ____________

_________________
_________________
_________________

_________________
_________________
_________________

Armor _____________

Ability Points: +2 ability points
Broad Skill: Allowed to start with 

                    1 additional broad skill 

Action Check: +3 points
Situation Bonus: -1 step bonus 

                              with - rifle skill

Criminal record
        Infamy (2)

         Phobia: protoss (2)

Male 6' 195 23
Black hazel tanned
Booming, raucus

Large and boisterous
Result of the Terran Marine cloning banks

Mar Sara
none

3/1/0 +2 penalty
$500/month +5 penalty

Vengence
Corrupt

Agressive
                                Energetic

CMC-300 Powered Armor
Rifle
Range finder binocs
Sensor Gauntlet

Pick up truck (Sally) reinforced

Modified Hellion
40

100
180

G

17/17/8

ram: -2 bonus on
        Vehicle Op check
     when determining
         damage

d4/d4/d4+1



 

Background / Campaign Notes 
  
Alphonse Grimm's dreams are of liquid and pain.  On good nights they are green and muffled, the color 
of the liquid he awoke to in his cloning tube, the voices of the technicians muted through the bubbling 
fluid.       
     On bad nights they are claws and jaws, blood and his own screams adding to those of his squad.  On 
good nights he wakes when the dream reaches the decanting, the bracing feel of air on his skin, in his 
lungs.  On bad nights he has to rip himself awake with his own screaming.   
     On most mornings he wakes up in the cargo bed of his modified Hellion 4x4, climbs out of his 
sleeping bag and checks his armor before rummaging through his box of MilRats for breakfast.  
Special days find him rolling out of an actual bed at Maeve's Inn in Backwater Station.  The original 
Backwater Station was overrun by zerg the first time he "visited".  Following the protoss 
bombarding the planet and the terraforming that followed waves of colonists made it back to their 
world. Rebuilding this far into the badlands takes a special kind of crazy, hunting zerg in the badlands 
takes a special kind of desperate.  Alphonse "Reaper" Grimm isn't crazy or desperate, he's mad.  All 
the time. 
     His squad was the only family he had, all decanted at the same time.  His batch was 
MarSara-K8-73.  He was number 32.  He didn't become Alphonse until a sweet young lady in 
JoeyRay's gave him the moniker and it stuck.  "Reaper" came later.  When Mar Sara was overrun, he 
fought until the last moments, but as the drop ship lifted off he could see the last of his brothers 
cut off from salvation.  Raynor offered to let him join the Raiders, and it seemed like a good idea, but 
then the Protoss killed every living thing left on Mar Sara and nothing seemed to make sense anymore. 
He tried the mercenary gig for a bit, that's where he picked up the call sign Reaper but he was 
saddled with the notion that Big Things were happening around them and sank further into 
depression. 
     Once all the wars died down he found himself back on Mar Sara hunting feral zerg.  Killing the 
damned monsters gave him the feeling that he was doing something, though initially is was all out of 
revenge for what had been done to his people, his world.   
     But now the bounties are not so profitable, the zerg are getting few and far between, and the 
rage is dying out little by little.  There's a pretty little bureaucrat who has taken it upon herself to 
teach him geology in exchange for some of the crystals he brings in.  When the protoss bastards 
glassed the planet something happened to the crystals and the gov will pay big bucks for the new 
form of crystal and more for the coordinates where the crystals are found.   




